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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
GRADUATE FORUM FEATURES DIVERSE TOPICS 
Treating children with depression, overcoming writer's block, dealing with sex offenders, 
exploring the atmosphere, ensuring quality in manufacturing and understanding speech disorders 
are among the topics to be examined during Eastern Illinois University's Graduate School Forum 
through April. 
EIU faculty, visiting faculty, local mental health professionals and university graduate 
assistants are among the speakers who will share their research and professional experience 
during the second annual Graduate School Forum series, featuring seven remaining presentations 
that are open to the public. 
"The Graduate Forum provides an opportunity for Eastern departments and colleges to 
host speakers, either from the department or outside ofthe university," said Susan Hankenson 
from Eastern's Graduate School. "We have a wonderful line-up of presenters who will be 
covering some unique topics that should be of interest to faculty, staff, students and members of 
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Dr. Howard Levine, a clinical psychologist and director of the sex offender program at 
the Coles County Mental Health Center, will begin the April forums with a serious discussion of 
the psychological disorders many sex offenders experience, especially those who sexually assault 
children. Dr. Levine will discuss the diagnosis and treatment of these paraphilic disorders, 
focusing on research literature on recent advances in therapeutic interventions. 
Technology and quality management will be emphasized during a lecture/demonstration 
Friday, April 10, in the 1895 Room in the University Union. A two-hour morning session will 
feature representatives from Nestle USA; Handles, Inc. and Karp's, Inc., who will talk about 
leading edge quality, designing experiments in manufacturing and achieving cultural diversity in 
management. In the afternoon, participants will be invited to tour Eastern's technology 
laboratories in Klehm Hall. The metrology, computer integrated manufacturing, energy and 
materials testing labs will be open and manned by graduate assistants who will conduct 
demonstrations and answer questions. 
Also in April, EIU Distinguished Alumnus Robert Knollenberg, the principal investigator 
on the Pioneer Venus Particle-Size Spectrometer Experiment, will enlighten others about the 
many scientific aspects of the atmosphere. His special research interest deals with the 
development of instruments for detecting contaminants in aerosols, liquids, gas streams and 
vacuum processing environments, and the monitoring of contamination in environments 
such as clean rooms, injectable solutions and semiconductor process tools. The time and date for 
his talk is to be announced. 
An expert on speech disorders will be the featured speaker for the final forum in the 
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series scheduled for Monday, April 20. Jerrilyn Logemann, who serves on the communication 
sciences and disorders and medical school faculty at Northwestern University and directs the 
speech, language and voice service at Northwestern Memorial Hospital, will talk about her 
work in the area of normal swallowing physiology and swallowing and speech disorders 
from 4 to 6 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium, Room 1501. 
All of the forums are sponsored by the Graduate School with co-sponsorship by 
university colleges and departments that are involved in graduate education. 
A Graduate Student Exposition, created by graduate students for graduate students, will 
be held during the last week of the Graduate Forum in Klehm Hall's laboratories. The Expo 
highlights Eastern graduate students' activities and is a means for showcasing their talents. 
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